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The considerations, constructions and figures given seem therefore 

suited to ilIustrate this part of the theory of VAN DER WAALS. R~ 

is in the case of carbon dioxide and methylchloride a curve slightly 
bent downwards. Fig. 5 shows how}he liquid branch ofthe binodal 

line (the rim curve of the liquid 'part) :T (comp. also the other 

. ~ 
figures) follows from the curve Rl' and the cnrye f/Jra;. 

As to the calculation of Ir ~t it should be remarked that !'max 

as function of t is known through the vapour tension law, alld 
hence also from the empirical equation of state "v('p, and that 

n n f pdo f pdo + Pmax (ovap - 'IJliq)' Especially if !>/ig is small and 

hence _ t'vap large, (so that at the utmost B comes into consideration 
v 

for the deviation from the ideal gas laws) this, when at the same 
time neglecting 'Oilq, leads to an important shortening of the calculations. 

Neglecting entirely the deviation ofthe vapour phases from the ideal 
l-t 

gaseous state and accepting fol' a simple substance log pmax = -f--
r 

we return to the developments given by VAN DER WAALS in his theory 
of the ternary mixtures 1) in which theory many problems about 
the binary mixtures are developed more in detail. 

Physios. - "The determination of the conditions of coexistence of 
vapOltf and liquid phases of mixtures of gases at low tempe_ 
1'atw'es." By Dl', H. KAl\IERLINGH ONNEsand Dr. O. ZAKRZEWSKI. 

Oommunication N°. 92 from the Physical Laboratory of Leiden 
by Prof. H. KAl\IERLINGH ONNES. 

(Commuoicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 
> 

§ 1. lnt1'odttction. The two methods for tlle determination of the 
molecular coexistence compositions Xi ltnd a'v oftbe liql1id and vapour 
plJases of substances whicb are gaseous in normal conditions, it is 
known, can be described as follows. Following the first method we 
separate small quan1ities trom the two phases at a series of coexistence 

1) Proceedings, May 31, 1902, p. 1, sqq. 
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pressures pand detel'mine each time the composition of those two 
quantities either by chemicalor by physical mé'ans. 

v 

e 
va;p. 

c eLq. 

J .x 0 j o 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

On the v .'v-projection of the binodal curve of the transverse plait 
on VAN DER WAAIJS' t/Jxv-surface fol' a given temperature T, fig. 1, 
and also on the p m diagram of that binodal line, tig. 2, two such 
phases are indicated by a and b, for instance. The determination 
of several pl\irs of values a b, a' bi etc. gives then the whole course 
of p, x and v over the transverse plait for T. 

If we follow the second method we observe in a series of mix
tm'es with a known cOlnposition x, the beginning- and endcondensation 
phase and determine fol' them iJ and v, hence l}/:;.1' and jJv:LT, and 
V/rT, and VoxT. This investigation comprises each time the phases 
repl'esented in fig. 1 and 2 by band c. By combining the l'eslllts 
b c, b' c' etc. we can derive again the binodal line and hence the 
values for X/Jl1', xopT, VIJlT and VvpT. The application of th1S last 
method to low temperatUl'es especially under <moderate pl'essures, 
forms the subject of thi8 paper. < 

It is possible to follow al80 the first method in the case of 10w 
temperatures as it has been applied by HARTlItAN in Comm. N°. 43 
(June '98) for ol'dinary temperatures. Yet as a rule the analysis of 
a gaseous mixture is much more difticult than the preparation of a 
mixture of a defiuite eomposition (<Lmong otbers, by means of thc 
mixing apparatus of Comm. N°. 84, Dec. '02) and it is diffieult 1.0 
obtain cel'tainty wh ether the quantities of vaponr and liquid run oif 
have the same composition as the phases whiel! are brought to 
equilibrium by stirring. 

Therefore it is important to solve the difficulty which aceompanies 
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the second method for temperatures bel ow _430 (melting-point of 
mel'cul'y). When we made a first trial in this direction, a high degree 
of accuracy was not aimed at. In order to answer several questions 
the accuracy we have reached is sufticient and for the calculation 
of corrections for more accurate determinations it is quite sufficient. 

In OUt: m'easurements we have used the 

cr' 

Fig. 3. 

at T. 

apparatns whfch is represented schematically 
J''' in fig. 3. It is in principle a twice bent tube 

of CAILLETET, ofwhich one end is immet'sed 
in the cryostat of the temperature Tand 
fillcd with a known quantity of a mixture 
of known composition :1.', which by fOl'cing 
up merClll'y at the ordinary (or higher) 
temperature 1''' is brought to condensation 

,The mixture of which the qnantÏly and the composition x are 
lmown, is then only partly containecl in the "essel '1' at the tem
perature of investigation. Another part is necessarily in a tube at 
the ordinary or higher temperature T" which is connected with the 
vessel by means of a capillary tube. This involves complicatioDs, 
not with regal'cl to the measurement of the begin conclensation 
pressUl'e }Jvx for the composition Xj for nntil the conclensation of the 
first tmces of liquid, wUh respect to which tbe vapour is a phase 
of equilibrium, the composition of the vaponr phase in the space at 
low temperature remains as it was originally, and hence thc com
position of the vapour ph ase of equilibrium is pert'ectly lmown j but 
with l'egard to the determination of the end conclensation pressure 
pl.r of the mixture with the composition ,'IJ. For we cannot condense 
the whole quantity of the mixture at low temperature. Rence 
the compositioJl of the liquid phase at '1', above which there is a 
vapour phase of a composition differing in the main t'l'om this or 
t11e original composition, is no longel' indicated by the latter and 
therefol'e unknown. 

We can, however, find this composition by applying a correction 
to the original composition ,'IJ which, as long as the vapour ph ase 
occupies only a smalI volume and remains under a moderate pressure, 
is not very large (comp. ~ 5). 

~ 2. General QJ'rangement of t!te meaSU1'ements. 
A schematical rcpresentation of it will, be fonnd on PI. I, fig. 1. 

The letters are the same as those used on the plates to which we 
shall refel'. 

The volnmeJlometer E (with manometer M, comp. Comm. N°, 84, 
16 

Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. \ ol. VII. 
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March '03, PI. lI, figs. 1 and 2) contains the gaseous mixture which 
has been prepared in it by means of the á'pparatus ronnected at 
Ta and Ta (comp. Comm. n°. 84). Through the rock 1'0' the steel 
capillary gl' and the steel three-way stopcock 1.; (see Cornm. N°. 84, 
PI. I, fig. 2) it is led to the pressure tube b with ralibl'ated stem 
(see Comm. N°. 69, April '01, PI. II) placed in the pressul'e cylinder 21/ 
(Comm. N°. 84, PI. I) in order to be compressed by means of' 
mercury f'rom the pressure reservoir Cr' (comp. Comm. N°. 84). 
Thence through the three-way (:,topstock 1.; and tbe steel capilla1'Y 
gl" it ea.n be brought under pressnre into one of the two appa1'atus 
::n Ol' sp. Fol' the present, according as we wanted to determine eithe1' the 
begin or end eondeusation pressul'e PtxT Ol' ZJlxT, we have connected 
either the eapillary of D, 'Db2 or th at of sp \~'JlJ to the capillary gr" 
by means of sealing wax. 

Different f'rom Comm. N°. 84 PI. I fig. 1 tbe merrury of' the 
pressure cylinder (&ee our plate. fig. 1) is also connected by means 
of n with that of a manometer to detel'mine the pressure in D 
or sp. 

By means of' the three-way stopcock k the appal'atns D Ol' sp may 
also be connected directly with the volnmenometer and then the 
pl'essure is measureu by means of M. 

A detailed representation of the appal'atns D and ~ is given in 
figs. 2 and 3 of' Pi. I and a description in §§ 4 and 5. In both cases 
tbe glass tube to which the mixture wInch i& to be investigated is 
eonducted by means of the capillary g/', p in ~ and a in D, is 
immersed in a cryostat where the desil'ed temperatnre is kept in the 
same way as described in Comm. N°. 83 (Feb. and .Mal'ch '03). 

The regulation is brought about for ~ through the exhaust-tube 
'1'12 and for '{) through the tubes /4 and 1112, In our measurements 
we bl'ollght liquid methylchlol'ide into the cryostat and the tempe
rature was regulated according to the indications r of' an alcohol ther
mometer. 

By means of' the cock 1'a the volumenometer Eis connected not only 
with the gasreservoirs but also with the mercury airpump so th at also 
tbe pressllre-tube and the test-tube in 1) and sp eau be exhausted. 
We sball not expatiate on the proress of' filling the appal'atus with 
a definite quantity of' the desired mixture and of measuring any 
quantitJ of' gas which we allow to escape f'rom them. For the 
rest we ref'e1' to Comm. N°. 84 for the volumenometer and the 
mixing apparatus, to Comms. N°. 69 and N°. 84 for the pressul'e 
cylinder and its appurtenances, to §§ 4 and 5 and Comm. W. 83 fol' 
the cl'yostats. 
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§ 3. Detel'1nination of the molecular volwne of the coemisting phases. 
As we did not aim at a very high degree of accuracy a few remarks 
will be sufficiem. As to the Iiquid phase: with the limitations and 
conditiom, to be treated in § 5, part of the gaseous mixture in the 
apparatuq Il\, called for shortness the piezometer, may by ronden
sation attain a liquid phase of a composition which, as said in § 1, 
is derived fr om m of the original gaseous mixture by a correction. 
Measurements with the volumenometer yield the volume that the 
liquid phase would occupy in its gaseous state. And by means of the 
divisions at 115 and P6 PI. I fig. 3 we read the volume of the Iiquid 
phase itself. Tbe molecular volume of the gaseous phase may best 
be derived from t11e coexistence pressure and from isothermals which 
with not too small pressures can be detel'mined aftel' the method 
of Comm. N°. 78, April '02, if necessary with the dew-point appa
ratus 1) itself. With not too large pressure it will in most cases be 
possibJe to apply the correction fol' the deviation from the law of 
BOYLE-GAy-I~uSSAc-AvOGADRO by means of the empirical reduced equa
tion of state (Comm. N°. 71, June 'Ol) according to the law of cor
respondillg states. 

§ 4. Beginning of the conclensation~ In order to determine this we 
have applied the principle of REGNAULT'S hygrometer 1). To this end 
we observe the first condensation which is formed in a part of the 
appal'atus of w hielT the temperature is a little below that of the 
surrounding gaseous mixture when the gaseous mixture IS brought 
to the begin condensatioll pressure. In order to be able to obsel'\'e 
a very small condensation we have taken for the place of the lowest 
temperature a shining mirl'ol', and next to it is placed another mirror 
which is not cooled. 

The apparatlls is blown of one piece in the same way as an ice 
calorimeter of BUNSEN. The onter space a has a capacity of about 
20 C.c. and is provided with a capillal'y to which the steel capil1ary 
g' l' through which the gaseous mixture is led, may be sealed on. 
One of the mirl'ors cl is sealed on to the bottom. The inner tube C2 

carries at Cl the second l'eflecting sUl'face and serves at the same time 
as a cryostat to keep the temperature of this surface constant, a 
little below the temperature of the gaseous mixture. 

To this end we have devised in the same way as fol' the outer 
cryostat the cover mJ , fitting hermetically on the tube Cs, the small 
stilTer hl of whieh the rod h2 projects through an india-rubber tube 

1) BATTELtI, (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. ser. 6, vol. 25, p.59, 1892), has found 
that for pur'(' snbstances the depositiol1 of liquid on a not cooled mirror placed in 
the vapour is a suitable means for lhe determination of the condcosation point. 

16* 
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as in Comm: N°. 83, and the thermometer i sealed on to ln1 while 
the vapour of the liquid gas in c~ is exhausted through 'Jn2 • 

On the tube c at C4 the glass cap 11 is sealed on, through which 
with an india-rubber stopper the capillary connected to c passes at 
/2' This cap forms the cover of the larger cryostat. Tlll'ough this the 
apparatus has become very firm and very easy to. handle. The 
capiIlal'y b1 is protected against the stirrer by a metal frame n, 

Through the cover at la pass the wires by which the stirrel' is 
suspended. At /4 the vapour of the uath of liquefied gas is exhausted. 

The surfaces of d and Cl are made reflectors by platinizing them 
at a redhot temperature with platinum chloride in camomileoil. 
Though the platinum surface is not so shining as that of a silver 
mirror, yet the advantages of platinum fol' this purpose are evident. 

The regulation of the tempm'ature in the two Cl'yostat& of the appa
ratus is perfOl'med by means of the same exhaust-pump that keeps 
the pressure constant by means of a pressure regulator (according 
to the principle of Comm. N° 87, ~ 3, March '04) in a main tube 
which branches off into two exhaust-tubes, eaeh shut with a cock. 

By ad,justing these cocks we can take care that the temperature 
in the inner cryostat is a little below that of the outer cryostat. What 
difference of temperature ean be kept constant in the two depends 
on the temperature itself and on the liquid gas. 

111 measurements to be described in the continuation of this paper 
the temperatm'e of the large cl'Y0stat was - 25°.0 C., that of the 
small one - 25°.1 C. The requil'ed decrease ,of pressUl'e in the main 
exhaust-tube could be easily kept up (boiling-point methylchJoride 
- 23° C,) with a water ah'pump. 

The pressure regulator ,vas adjusted at about the pressure belonging 
to - 25° C: By means of the J'egulating cocks an ~ssistant took 
care, as signs were given by another assisLant according to the 
thet'mometel' readings, th at both temperatures, r hence also the diffe
rence between them, rerna,ined constant. This could becattained 'to 
within 00 .05 C. ~ 

Thc accuracJ which we can l'each in the detel'mination of the 
dew-point with our apparatus depends in t11e first place on the 
difference of temperature in the two cryostats. As a matter of course 
it IS smaller as the temperatnre coefiicient of the begin condensation 
pressUl'e is larger. At a given difl'erence of tempm'ature it increases 
according to the difference of the pressUl'cs at which the con den
sation appeal's 01' disappea!'s. 'rhe amount of th is difference is also 
detel'mined by lhe illumination and ihis is lUuch impaired by the two 
waUs of the cryostat. In our expel'iments, obsel',;ntions made with the 
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naked eye with side-illnminatioll of the mil'l'or pl'oved to be the best. 
'rhe diffel'ence rnllged between limits which ,amounted to 2% ofthe 
pl'essnre. 'rhe optica1 part of 1he method may eertainly be much 
impl'oved. 'rhe accnracy attained will, ho wever, be sufficient in 
many cases. 

Adiabatic pressUl'e-val'iation must 1 na,tul'ally be avoided. I Yet all 
such difficnlties m'ise also with measnl'ements at ordinal'y tempera
tUl'e. With a view 10 the large dimensiol1s of the vapoul' space a 
we have not made use of- a stil'l'el' and have tried as much as 
pos si bIe to Slll'mount the diffieulties by operating s10wly. 

~ 5. Determination of the end condensation }Jl'eS8U1'e. For this 
detel'mination the mixture, aftel' the begin condensation pressUl'e 
is measnred, is led back to the volumenometer, the dew-point 
apparatus is diseonnected from the steel capillary and in its place 
the piezometer l' in lP PI. I figs. 1 and 3 is connected with the steel 
capillary ,q'/i' 'rhe piezoll1eter COJlsists of a wide glass tube ps PI. I 
fig. 3 fastened to a capillal'y, uoth graduated and calibrated. 'rhe 
dimensiol1s are chosen with regal'd to the quantities of gas that 
may be intended fol' the measnl'ement5. If t11e5e are decided upon, 
the exact quantity of gas, necessary for filling the piezometer at a 
suitable position of the mercul'y in the pressure tube b with liquid 
to near the end of the capillary, must be determined before each 
determination by means of a preliminary experiment. 

The equilibrinm of th0. phases in p. is reached by means of a 
magnetic stirrer q movecl by the eoil S. The immediate effect of 
th is coil is not sufiicienl Lo move the stirrer forcibly through the 
liquid meniscus. Therefol'l'l a soft iron tnbe Zi with a groove z. whieh 
cnables us to read on PB' is ll10ved np and down at the same time 
with the coiI. 

This movement onglJt. 10 be independent from that of the stirl'er 
in the eryostat. Bnt as we did not reqnire a ver,)" high degree of 
accuracy in our expel'iments we have for simplicity devised the iron 
tube z as a conneetion bet ween the upper and the Jowel' part Xo• 

and X0 4 of the ringshaped valvell stil'rer (comp. Com111. N°" 83). 
'rhis is ll10ved up and down mechanically and wilh the Jw,ud in 
turus, one time to stil' the Jiqnid bath, the olher time to establish 
eqnilibrium between the liquid and the vaponr while we simultane
ously move the magl1etizing coil S. 

The essential differel1ee betweel1 a determination of the end con
clensatioll pressm"e in om appal'atus and that in a CAILLl'1Tl<1T tube 
does not lie so mllch in the circnmstance that we do not liquefy 
the whole quantit.r of gas, as in the fact t!lat, as l'emal'ked in 
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~ 1, the tempm'ature is different in the diff~rent portions of the 
gaseous mixture. The portion (see fig. 3 ~ 1) at the temperature of 
investigation T is separated fi'om tbat at ordinar.v (Ol' higher) tem
perature Til by a series of layers (in the <.'apillary) of which the 
temperatures range fl'om thc highest Til to the lowest T. One of 
these temperatm'es we sha11 caIl T'. 

x o 

This circumstance involves 
several restrÏetions aud conditions 
in the application of the method. 

In order to make measurements 
possible fol' all compositions {IJ the 
temperatul'e Til must be tttken or 
l'aised so high above T, that on 
the ptv-diagram (fig. 4) the vapour 
branch of the binodal curve of Til 
does not intersect the liquid binodal 
curve T. Then we need not fear that 
condensation begins at Til w hile 
condensation k'tkes place during 
the transfer of the mixture from 

Fig. 4. the compression tube (or perhaps 
the volumenometer) to the piezometer. At Til we then always have 
a gaseons mixtm'e of the original composition. When the above
mE'Jltioned curves interseet, as is represented in fig. 4 for the case of 
T', we ean make meaSlll'ements only for the eompositions represented 
by points outside the region ineluded approximately between d and e. 

Even if, without eonden&ation taking place v inc tb~ compression 
apparatus (Ol' perhaps \'olumenometer) the gaseous mixture can be 
transferred to the piezometel', the part of the <;apillal'y where the 
temperature falls from T" to T still offers anqther difficulty of thc 
same kind. Here we necessal'ily find temperatures T' at which the 
vaponr branch of the billodal curve of Til interseets tbe liquid branch 
of T'. If drops are fOl'lUed at T', the composition XII'T of the liquid 
belonging to the observed coexistence pressure- can' no longel' be 
indicated. By flowing down and by distilla.tion (tbe effect of capilla
rity exceeds that of gravitation) the drops gradually pass over into 
thc liquid phase at T, if care is taken by means of the cock k (see 
PI. I fig. 1) and by ad.instment of the pressure in b (see PI. I fig. 1)) 
that gas stl'eams only into and not OIIt of the piezometel', until finally 
when we stü- with open coek k it appeal's that equilibrium is 
reached and the capillary contains vapour only. 
I lu order to furthel' the distillation and'c the disappearance of the 
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condensation, it is desirabie tlmt the capillal'y at the place wh ere the 
tempm'ature is between Tand '1'" should not be 1.00 narrow. MOl'eover 
the capillary is surrounded by an air jacket P4' made of a glass tube 
tightly closed with india-rubber rings PR and fish-glue. To avoid 
diffusion the other porti on of the eapillary ,g"l must be narrow. 

If by pl'e\'Ïous determinations - with the dew-point apparatus we 
have determined X"pT (as a first approximation it will in some eases 
be possible to use a preliminary t,,-surface' as consb'ucted in Supple
ment N°. 8 see p. 222), it is easy to apply the correction necessary to 
derive the composition of the investigated liquidphase at T from :1\, 

the original composition. On the piezometer divisions the volume of 
the vapour is read. Let V" be this yolume reduced to normal cir
cumstances and corrected fol' the first virial coefficient B (comp. for 
instance the "continuation of this paper), let V be the entil'e volume 
of vapour and liquid, measured and corrected in the same way, 
then VI = V- Vv is the volume of gas, measured and corrected in 
the same war, whieh would form the liquid phase. 

Hence: 

XI V - XvpT V" Vv 
XII'T = V _ V

v 
= XI + V (Xl - XvpT) + ... 

If we operate under moderate pressures, the correction will be 
always sma11 and even if m"p1' is not very accurately known, it can 
be applied in a satisfactory way. 

Astronomy. - "A n81!! met/tod of interpolatl:on witlt compel1sation 
applied to t/te l'ed1.lction ol the c01'rections and t/te mtes of tlw 
standal'd cloek (~l tlw Obsel'Vat01'.II at Leyden, HOHWÛ 17, 

deteJ'mined hy tlw obSe1'1Jations with the tl'ansit ciJ'cle in 1903." 

By J. WEF.D1<1R. Communicated by Dl'. H. G. VAN DH SANDE 

BAKHUYZEN. 

~ 4. In the Proceedings of Nov. 29, 1902 occurs a paper "On 
interpolation ba8ed on a snpposed condition of minimum," of which 
the pl'esent paper is to be considel'ed as a continuation; this explains 
the nllmbel'ing of the sections. In ordel' to interpolate bet,ween the 
ol'dinates S belonging to the abscissae t = a, b ... y, z, 1 have the1'e 
determined the Tintel'polating curve f'or which the total sinuosity 

Is= f(~t~ydt has the least value. I found that be!ween two suc-

a. 


